FINISHED SIZE:
12” × 26”

Designed by PAT BRAVO for Art Gallery FABRICS

Featuring NOUVELLE COLLECTION

NVE-5004
Billowing Petals Nuit

NVE-5007
Billowing Petals Rouge

PE-408
White Linen

MATERIALS

Fabric A NVE-5004 Fat Eighth
Fabric B NVE-5007 Fat Eighth
Fabric C PE-408 1/2 yd.

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

• Three (3) 4½” × 9½” rectangles from fabric A
• Two (2) 4½” × 9½” rectangles from fabric B
• Twenty (20) 1½” squares from fabric C
• Six (6) 1½” × 9 ½” from fabric C (for sashing)
• Two (2) 2” × 26” from fabric C (for borders)
• One (1) 12 ½” × 26” rectangle from fabric C for the back of the pillow.
CONSTRUCTION
(sew fabrics right sides together and with a ¼” seam allowance)

Step 1. Constructing the hexie blocks

- Trace a diagonal line on all of the 1 1/2” squares from fabric C.
- Take one rectangle from fabric A and four 1 1/2” squares from fabric C.
- Align the squares to the corners of the rectangle from fabric A and stitch right on the line you previously traced (DIAGRAM 1).

- Using a rotary cutter, cut 1/4” parallel to the traced line and away from the rectangle.
- Press the white fabric outwards.
- Repeat the same steps with all rectangles from fabrics A and B.
- You should have five hexie blocks.

Step 2. Assembling the Pillow Top

- Grab the sashing strips from fabric C and sew them to the hexie blocks alternating between one sashing strip and one block. You should also alternate the block colors starting with a blue one (DIAGRAM 2).

- Add the border strips to the top and bottom of the pillow top.
- Grab the 12 1.2” x 26” rectangle from fabric C and place it on top of the finished top, face-to-face.
- Sew all around leaving an opening of at least 4” at the bottom of the pillow to turn it right side out.
- Stuff the pillow and close the opening by hand with an invisible stitch.

enjoy!